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Objective Questions 

1. The tokens are grouped hierarchically into nested collections with collective meaning in 
a) lexical analysis b) semantic analysis c) syntax analysis d) code generation 

2. The interior nodes of a syntax tree represents 
a) operand b) operator c) operand/operator d) value of operands 

3. ______________ is not a compiler tool. 
a) lex  b)yacc  c) interpreter  d) Compiler-compiler 

4. ______________ is a compiler optimization tool for code optimization. 
a) parser generator b) lex c) automatic code generator d) data flow engine 

5. ______________ verifies if the tokens are properly sequenced in accordance with the grammar of the 
language. 
a) syntax analyzer b) lexical analyzer c) code generator d) a & b 

6. _____________ satisfy LL grammars. 
a) universal parsers b) top down parsers c) bottom up parsers d) simple LR parsers 

7. Recursive decent parser is basically a ____________ parser. 
a) predictive b) universal c) bottom up d) simple LR 

8. A predictive parser has a procedure for every ______________. 
a) terminal b) production  c) non-terminal d) grammar 

9. Recursive decent parser has 
i) left recursion ii) backtracking iii) left factoring 
a) i & ii b) ii & iii c) none  d) i, ii & iii 

10. _____________ parser is a recursive decent parser that needs no backtracking. 
a) predictive b) LR  c) operator precedence d) shift-reduce 

Short Questions 

1. Differentiate between compilers and translators. 
2. What are the possible error recovery actions in a lexical analyzer? 
3. Define and differentiate between phases and passes of compiler. 
4. Define Lexical Analysis with an example. 
5. What is shift reduce conflict? 
6. Define handle. What do you mean by handle pruning? 
7. Explain the difference between Bottom-up parsing and Top-down parsing. 
8. Define Lex with an example. 
9. Eliminate left recursion from the grammar: 

S � Aa | b 
A � Ac | Sd | e 

10. Distinguish between Right most derivation and Left most derivation with example. 



Long Questions 

1. (a) Explain the phases of compiler design with a suitable example. 
(b) Construct the grammar G, S � SaS | b; show that G is ambiguous for the string ‘bababab’. 

2. (a) Construct the FIRST and FOLLOW of the Grammar 
     S � ACB | CbB | Ba, A � da | BC, B � g | ɛ, C � h | ɛ. 
(b) Write the role of error detector in compilation process with example. Discuss different errors in 

Lexical phase. 
3. (a) For the grammar E � E + E | E * E | (E) | id, show various shift reduce parsing action with respect to  

     input string id1 + id2 * id3. 
(b) Construct LALR parsing table for the following grammar 
     S � CC, C � cC | D. 

4. (a) What is predictive parsing approach? Draw the predictive parsing table for the following Grammar. 
E � E + T | T 
T � T * F | F 
F � (E) | id 

(b) Parse the string (a,a) using SLR(1) parsing table: 
S� (L) | a 
L � L,S | S 

5. Write short notes on any two: 
a) Error reporting and recovery 
b) Symbol tables 
c) Peephole optimization 
d) Phases of the compiler 
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